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The world’s first and only Project Controls learning platform 

offering competency development across the full spectrum of project

controls alongside preparing learners for a wide range of global certifications. 

Our single, unique framework of streamlined, practical courses is cleverly designed 

to capture the key learning elements around knowledge, skills, and behaviours while 

meeting multiple regulatory requirements and global accreditations. We offer teaching in a 

classroom and virtual delivery environment, in addition to pre-recorded content. Learn with us 

and wherever you are in the world, we’ll help you gain the required knowledge and qualifications 

that will set you apart.

The world’s first and only Project Controls learning platform 

offering competency development across the full spectrum of project

controls alongside preparing learners for a wide range of global certifications. 

Our single, unique framework of streamlined, practical courses is cleverly designed 

to capture the key learning elements around knowledge, skills, and behaviours while 

meeting multiple regulatory requirements and global accreditations. We offer teaching in a 

classroom and virtual delivery environment, in addition to pre-recorded content. Learn with us 

and wherever you are in the world, we’ll help you gain the required knowledge and qualifications 

that will set you apart.

Project Controls Institute (PCI) is a product of Projcon Group - a unique and global 

Project Controls training. With decades of experience, we decided to launch PCI, a unique, 

accessible, fast-track learning portal to empower a global workforce of Project Control experts. 

At PCI, we deliver this through a single, unique framework of streamlined, practical courses 

strategically designed to meet multiple regulatory requirements and global accreditation 

schemes.

1. ABOUT US 
Project Controls Institute

Who we are 

Our modular structure covers the full spectrum of Project Controls elements and represents 

the work processes most appropriate to Europe, the US, Africa, the Middle East, and Southwest 

Asia. We’ve also helped a range of Governmental and regulatory bodies draft the national 

standards and certifications that stand for excellence worldwide
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Dedicated training in a structured 

manner allows candidates to demon-

strate proficiency in the general skills and 

knowledge of the scheduling process 

within the AACE International Total Cost 

Managemenert (TCM) framework. 

Generally, CST represents early-career 

professionals who are working to gain the 

requisite years of experience, to become 

a certified Planning & Scheduling 

Professional (PSP) or more experienced 

mid- to late-career professionals who 

wish to be recognized for their planning 

and scheduling skills. 

 

2. COURSE OUTLINES 
About the course 

Course Name                      

AACE Certified Scheduling Technician (CST)

Certification Preparation

– Beginner level 

Delivery method    

Online

Course duration                 
5 hours & 20 minutes of high quality videos  

AACEi Prerequisites
4 years industry related degree or 4 years of 

industry related experience &  Adherence to 

AACE's Canons of Ethics 
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Certified Scheduling Technician 
(CST)
Level Beginner             

Key Features

Who is this course for? 

5 hours & 20 minutes of high quality 
video lessons

16 Video Lessons 

Knowledge Check Questions 

Real Life Examples & case studies 

Assessment Test 
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This course is intended both for those who are interested in becoming a Certified 

Scheduling Technician, as well as for those professionals who want to augment or 

brush up their cost engineering skills and knowledge. Potential course audience 

would be early-career, young professionals, including estimators, planners, schedul-

ers, cost engineers, contract administrators, project managers, project control 

engineers and all those professionals who are associated with project control. 

Accredited by 



3. DELIVERY AND COURSE MODULES  

100% online learning with access to PCI online platform. 

This programmed will be delivered in an interactive, practical, E-learning video format along 

with knowledge check questions and assessment. Theory will be supported and illustrated 

through a combination of real-world examples. The USP of our courses is that these are 

developed by experts working on real life projects and hence the course content reflects the 

practical aspects and challenges faced by the professionals and industry during the project 

delivery. 
 

Students will be required to undertake all modules of study. All modules are delivered in 

online format and should be completed over a 6 month period. 

Delivery 

Modules
Scheduling Overview  
Course Navigation 

Overview of CST course 

Introduction to Scheduling 

Work Breakdown Structure 

Schedule Specification 

Stakeholders & Scheduler’s interest Test 

Elements of a basic schedule 
Schedule development 

Schedule activities 

Schedule types 

Constraints & calendars

Final Assessment  
Final Assessment 

Certified Scheduling Technician (CST) - Quiz 
 

Scheduling Principles 
Schedule documentation & maintenance 

Establishing baseline 

Schedule reporting 

Schedule calculations 

Understanding Float 

Schedule forecasting 
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100 simple multiple choice and compound, scenario questions 

3 hours 

Domains: Basic Cost Skills & Knowledge 

Open Book – using AACE's CST

Primer and PSP study guide only

To find out more about the AACE exam format please visit their website 

AACE Certified Scheduling Technician  – exam format 
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4. WHERE TO NEXT?
Learning outcomes 
By the end of this course you will be able to: 

Get an overview of the PSP certification. 

Develop advanced knowledge and skills in project planning, monitoring, updating, 

forecasting, and analysing integrated project schedules. 

Develop specifications (planning, scheduling, and reporting). 

Report the right information to the right stakeholders. 

Develop an understanding to implement planning and scheduling processes within 

the AACE International Total Cost Management (TCM) framework.
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